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BETTER FLOORCOVERINGS SOLUTION

Project  
Lucent Residence @ Twenty Five.7
Developer  
Gamuda Land (Kemuning) Sdn Bhd 
Main Contractor 
Gamuda Trading Sdn Bhd

Floor Design: TZ879A/8mm Sumatran Teak

INOVAR CONTRACTS SDN BHD (395625-x)

TEL: +603 7666 7666
www.inovarfloor.com/my
20B & D, Jalan Penchala, 46050 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

Rgn No : Q939988

014

INOVAR is proud to be the chosen brand in 
providing durable and eco-friendly flooring 
solutions for the prestigious project 
LUCENT RESIDENCE @ TWENTY FIVE.7.
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Myra Alam’s Phase 3 terrace homes offer customizable 
space and lush backdrops for a fulfilling lifestyle
Property developer OIB Group has launched Phase 3 of the much 
sought-after Myra Alam in the developing township of Puncak 
Alam, which is expected to be completed in December 2022.
 The development had tremendous success with the first 
and second phase, with units selling out within months of 
launching the project. In both phases, Myra offers key features of 
affordability, location and uniqueness. Meanwhile, Phase 3 boasts 
many green-centric features, with customizable spaces as its 
number one attraction. 
 Myra’s third phase Type F and Type D units give homeowners 
the opportunity to personalize their home with extra indoor 
space for more layout options. Both types are designed with the 
flexibility to convert the extra space into additional rooms, be it 
a bedroom, living room, study room or a family room for extra 
comfort and convenience. 
 With 49 units available, the Type F units have a smaller land 
size of 20’ × 70’. However, the built-up makes amends, measuring 
2,002 sq ft for intermediate and end lots and 2,104 sq ft corner 
lots. Equipped with 4 bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms, these 
units are designed with a functional indoor space, a bigger guest 
bedroom and planter box, starting from an affordable RM554,000.
 Myra’s Type D units come with a built up of 2,294 sq ft for 
intermediate and end lots, and 2,396 sq ft for corner lots on a 22’ 
× 70’ land. With 16 units available, all 4 bedrooms come with en-
suite bathrooms, offering additional privacy for residents. All units 
are designed with their own planter box complimenting the facade 
of each home, ideal for those looking to pursue healthier lifestyles 
while adding an extra touch of green to their homes.
 “What sets Myra apart is that we provide home owners both 
the strata and individual benefits. Besides keeping residents’ 
minds at ease living amidst a guarded community, homeowners 
will also be able to renovate their homes, which is not possible 
for traditional strata title homes. Our buyers now have the ability 

to customize the first floor of their home, making it possible to 
choose four different layouts to suit their lifestyles, and utilize the 
extra space as they desire,” said Wendy Lim, General Manager of 
Myra.
 “Just like the previous phases, Phase 3 also provides home 
buyers the practical balance between the functionality of 
space and highly-competitive price points. With homes built on 
premium locations, the playground is located right in front of 
homeowners’ doorsteps, which comes with the added benefit of 
ample parking space,” added Lim.
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ASEAN Property Developer Awards 2020 returns to 
crown top developers in Southeast Asia
The Des Prix Infinitus Media ASEAN Property Developer Awards 
endorsed over 50 distinguished award titles to various developers 
who competed for recognition in different categories on their first 
virtual event, which went Live on Facebook on 31 March 2021. 
 Hosting its second stint in Malaysia, Des Prix Infinitus Media 
ASEAN Property Developer Awards draws in developers from 
around the region to compete in a healthy setting, acting as a 
platform for them to connect and learn from one another in terms 
of technological advancements, ideas and marketing strategies. 
 “Des Prix Infinitus Media ASEAN Property Developer Awards 
Gala Night objectives are to provide the recognition that top 
developers in the region deserve, and to garner awareness among 
the ASEAN countries for Malaysia,” commented Mr Hagenz Choo, 
Managing Director of Des Prix Infinitus Media. 
 “We are very proud that Des Prix Infinitus Media, a Malaysian 
company, has taken the initiative to step forward to host a 
property awards that would connect Malaysia to the rest of the 
ASEAN countries and boost the local economy,” commented YB 
Datuk Dr Hajah Zuraida Binti Kamaruddin, Minister of Housing and 
Local Government.
 During the judging process, the submissions went through a 
thorough and comprehensive procedure by the ASEAN Property 
Developer Awards’ panel judges; Architect Low Wei Choon, 
Principal at T-A Square International, Ms Stephanie Teong, 
Director of T-A Square International and Dr Daniele Gambero, 
Co-Founder & Group CEO of REI Group of Companies, where they 
were at a discord on different developments and projects. 
 “The submissions we received this time round were a 
huge step up from last year’s submissions as each project and 

development were distinctively unique, with several ground-
breaking projects that caught our attention. This called for some 
tough decisions but after lengthy discussions, we managed to 
unanimously decide on the most deserving winners,” commented 
one of the judges. 
 The Des Prix Infinitus Media ASEAN Property Developer 
Awards 2020 sets out to act as a regulator for the industry, 
encouraging developers to produce top notch quality buildings 
that would be able to compete with neighbouring countries within 
the region. This ensures that the industry is constantly evolving 
to meet a demanding set of quality standards, which serve as a 
benchmark within the property industry. 
 With Malaysia spearheading this initiative among the ASEAN 
countries, the Des Prix Infinitus Media ASEAN Property Developer 
Awards 2020 is set to see more growth in entries and expansion 
within the region in the coming years.
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Trinity Group to launch projects worth RM1 billion 
in the year
Property developer Trinity Group aims to 
roll out RM1 billion worth of new projects 
in the Klang Valley within the next one 
year. 
 The projects are namely Trinity 
Wellnessa in Beverly Heights, a 3.9-acre 
condominium project in Ampang North 
that is slated for launch in July 2021, as 
well as Trinity Enlivea that will also be 
located in Ampang North and a mixed 
development in Bandar Kinrara. 
 Founder and Managing Director 
Datuk Neoh Soo Keat said Trinity has been 
optimistic as industry data show sustained 
interest in certain sections of the market, 
especially from young and first-time 
property buyers.
 “We see this as a great opportunity 
to fill the gap and demand for affordable 
lifestyle-oriented homes by moving 
forward with a number of projects in 
strategic locations to meet the market 
demand. It’s certainly a calculated move 
with 80% of our projects over the next 
one year priced below RM650,000 per 
unit with a key focus in delivering value-

driven properties. We will specifically 
target buyers under 35 years, a majority 
of whom are first-time homeowners,” said 
Datuk Neoh.
 While acknowledging a challenging 
market environment, Dato’ Neoh said 
that Trinity Group remains confident that 
demand for the group’s projects will meet 
the interest of buyers, driven by strategic 
location, attractive price-points and 
compelling concepts featuring innovative 
designs and layouts. 
 “What differentiates Trinity’s 
upcoming developments are our 
innovative wellness and multi-layer 
protection concepts, as consumers will see 
during the launch of projects like Trinity 
Wellnessa and Trinity Enlivea. These USPs 
are already starting to create significant 
buzz in the industry and interest from 
prospective buyers,” said Dato’ Neoh. 
 “As a boutique developer, our 
game plan moving forward is being 
agile, prudent and demand-centric in a 
competitive market. Above all, we will 
continue to stay true to our brand value 

of developing projects that delivers true 
value to our customers, with timely 
delivery of these projects, which is 
reflected in our track record,” he added.

Surging global freight rates caused 
recent spike in building and 
construction materials costs, 
says BMDAM
A recent spike in the building and 
construction material costs is due to the 
surging global freight rates, says Mr Bill 
Lee, the President of Building Materials 
Distributors Association of Malaysia 
(BMDAM).
 In a statement issued on 19 April 2021, 
Mr Bill said: “Despite recent reports that 
building materials distributors are hiking 
prices of their products, but in reality, they 
are only involved in scattered sales and 
ensuring effective distributions, as well as 
providing channels for merchants to pay 
for credit; we use the difference between 
buying and selling transactions to make 
profits.”   
 Mr Bill mentioned that the current 
economic downturn has created numerous 

challenges for the building materials 
distributors. Apart from reduced gross 
profits, there are also issues of delayed 
payments and more bad debts.  
 “Our members at BMDAM prefer to 
see the market prices remain constant 
or an orderly price market. Based on 
past experience, intense price spikes and 
speculative demand will affect the business 
environment and cause short-term shocks 
to the market.”
 “This kind of unfavourable market 
issues must be addressed immediately, 
otherwise we will face stagflation pressure, 
housing prices will get out of control, and 
affordable housing will be in vain.”
 “We are not part of a coalition 
monopoly, and we will not lobby the 

Dato’ Neoh Soo Keat, Founder and Managing 
Director of Trinity Group.

authorities to introduce protective 
measures, because doing so will lead to 
shortages and rising prices. We support 
open markets and free trade,” he 
continued. 
 Mr Bill then highlighted that the 
standard operating procedures (SOP) 
implemented as cautionary measure 
against the spread of COVID-19, as well 
as the shortage of foreign labour and 
dormitory issues, have dealt a heavy 
blow to the housing and construction 
industries. He also expresses his hopes 
for rapid economic recovery during these 
challenging times.
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Inkmaker Group rebrands as IM GROUP in 
conjunction with World Earth Day
As of 22 April 2021, Inkmaker Group will now be known as 
IM GROUP. The official launch was filmed on location at the 
Group’s Headquarters in Turin, Italy, to a private viewing 
comprising Inkmaker’s clients, partners and suppliers, and a public 
viewing thereafter on YouTube to the media globally and the 
Group’s brands websites.
 The Group has been evolving on many fronts, internally – from 
its systems and processes, its software, the technology it uses and 
how it uses them to its global teams around the world – but most 
significantly externally, with the acquisition of several companies 
since 2019 that brought together a combination of expertise, intel, 
technology and hardware. 
 The rebranding as IM GROUP, complete with its own distinct 
identity, will strengthen the Group’s position to better compete in 
the marketplace as a Total-Solutions Provider.
 “The decision to rebrand Inkmaker Group as IM GROUP 
stems from the Group’s vision to evolve our technology to 
expand in our fields and adapt, the advantages of our products, 
to new markets,” said Silvio Cimenti, Global Director of Branding, 
Marketing and Communications, IM GROUP.
 “Since October 2019, Inkmaker has made large investments, 
on the acquisitions of the businesses of Rexson and Valtech, in 
UK; Tecnopails, in Italy; and most recently Swesa, in Germany. The 
driving strategy behind these acquisitions was to create a reliable 
complete supply chain - serving predominantly, but not only, the 
ink, paint and coatings industry - to sustain our core businesses.”
 “IM GROUP is also evolving on all fronts and in all our locations 
globally,” said Roberto Guerra, CEO Asia Pacific, IM GROUP. “We 
have expanded our premises in Malaysia, to house our Tinting 
and Engineering brand, Teko together with Inkmaker. In Thailand, 
this year we just opened a sales and service office, with our own 
staff. We are gaining market share in Philippines and Vietnam. 
The big one of course is China, suffice to say that due to our larger 

premises we can now double the number of standard machines 
we ship monthly, from an average of 5 or 6 units to 10 to 12 ink 
and paint dispensing systems. 
 “The real added value for us is the capability to build more 
complex units where IM GROUP’s R&D, in both Europe and Asia, 
is investing a lot of resources. Smart factory and Industry 4.0 are 
driving our growth and when you build complete production lines 
for a paint and ink company it’s important to have enough space 
to work in total safety.” 
 The Group also announced it is forming an IM GROUP 
Foundation, to be ready by end of this year; IM GROUP’s goodwill 
ambassador, Alice Guerra will serve as foundation chairman. It 
will have two scopes namely to bring social activities to the local 
communities where IM GROUP operates, and to offer career 
development, and growth opportunities, to the youth in those 
communities.
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MARVEX + ENGINEER 2021 exhibitions set to 
spur industry growth, advance the nation’s next 
technology frontier and economic well-being 
The Engineering and Air-Conditioning, Refrigeration and 
Ventilation (ACMV & R) industries in Malaysia and the region 
is getting a boost in the form of the First Malaysia Engineering 
Exhibition and Conference 2021 (ENGINEER) and its concurrent 
exhibition, the First Air-Conditioning, Refrigeration & Ventilation 
Expo 2021 (MARVEX). 
 Jointly organised by CIS Network Sdn Bhd (CIS), The Institution 
of Engineers Malaysia (IEM), and the Malaysian Air Conditioning & 
Refrigeration Association (MACRA), the inaugural ENGINEER and 
MARVEX will be held in a hybrid format; the physical exhibitions 
will take place at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre from 8 – 11 
September 2021, with the virtual component extending another 
month after the physical one.  
 Both ENGINEER and MARVEX will not only showcase the latest 
industry technologies and solutions, but also feature a full four-
day programme complete with a series of industry conferences, 
forums, symposiums, seminars, business matching, as well as 
an industry dinner and awards night, to further strengthen new 
knowledge and business collaborations in a one-stop centre for 
the latest in the Engineering and ACMV & R fields. 
 In his speech at the soft launch and media preview, 
CIS President Dato’ Vincent Lim said: “Working with IEM and 
MACRA, we have come together with this great vision to create 
a win-win solution, by forming this smart partnership to propel 
forward as the Engineering Business Events Hub within ASEAN.” 
 “Our main objective, collectively, is to power these industries 
with the network, knowledge, skills, and technology as they are 
the key drivers to our nation’s economy and development. Most 
importantly, I believe it is time for us in the business and trade 
community to navigate through pitfalls and keep moving forward. 
By investing and working together, we will improve the odds for 

success and help our economy become prosperous with long-
term resiliency,” said Dato’ Vincent. 
 ENGINEER, an event of the IEM Convention, is a unique 
business event for engineering professionals and trade visitors 
to gain insights into cutting-edge solutions and advanced 
engineering technologies to exchange ideas; network and 
collaborate with participating exhibitors in an event, which will 
assemble professionals from across five key Engineering sectors, 
namely Civil, Electrical, Electronic, Chemical, and Mechanical to 
gather in a single platform, to spark discussions and ideas to take 
the industry further. 
 In the meantime, MARVEX is positioned as the premier 
business and trade event for the primary source of ACMV & R 
stakeholders while providing a unique platform for the growth 
and development of the industry in this region. The exhibition is 
set to build industry strength; inspire new growth; and advance 
AI and IOT technologies. MARVEX will showcase the three major 
pillars of air- conditioning, namely mechanical, ventilation, and 
refrigeration.
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Asia Pacific real estate investment volumes down 
23% quarter-on-quarter, says JLL 
Asia Pacific’s commercial real estate sector recorded over 
US$34 billion in direct investments in the first quarter of 
2021, a decline of less than 1% year-on-year, says JLL. 
 According to the firm’s Capital Tracker report, 
investment volumes decreased 23% compared to the 4Q 
2020, but outperformed the other two regions – North 
America, and Europe, Middle East and Africa – which 
registered larger declines year-on-year. Across Asia Pacific, 
JLL’s analysis reveals that transactions in Japan ($11.5 
billion), China ($8.3 billion) and South Korea ($4.3 billion) 
comprised over 70% of total investment volume in the first 
quarter, mirroring activity in 2020. 
 In signs of growing stability and the brewing desire 
to allocate capital, global investors continued to ramp up 
deployments in the first quarter. Volumes into Australia 
increased by 68% year-on-year ($3.2 billion), buoyed 
by transactions including the acquisition of Martin 
Metro Place South Tower by Investa and Manulife. In 
Singapore, volumes surged by around 280% year-on-year 
($2.5 billion), prompted by large investments by global 
players including the strategic investment of Allianz Real 
Estate into OUE Bayfront core asset, which is providing 
confidence of a prolonged recovery of global capital flows 
into the region. 
 In the first quarter, logistics assets continued to attract 
investor interest, with volumes rising 26% year-on-year 
and comprising 23% of all transactions. Office, which 
remains the region’s largest commercial real estate sector, 
drew 47% of all investment in the first quarter, amounting 
to year-on-year growth of 2.5%. Retail and hotel activity 
made up 22% of all transaction activity in the first quarter, 
5% higher year-on-year. Multifamily and other sectors 
consisted of the remaining 8%. 
 “Allocations to Asia Pacific will only grow in 2021 with 
transactions fuelled by recent activity in markets with 
strong domestic liquidity and the region’s attractiveness 
to global investors. Secular tailwinds will continue to 
accelerate the weight of capital into sectors like logistics, 
while new economy themes will drive capital allocations 
this year and beyond. We maintain that investment 
volumes will rise by 15 to 20% in 2021, driven by structural 
growth in logistics, data centres and multifamily sectors, 
while office investments are likely to rebound in tandem 
with economic growth,” says Regina Lim, Head of Capital 
Markets Research, Asia Pacific, JLL. 
 According to JLL, uncertainty surrounding regional 
office demand will continue to weigh on transaction 
volumes, but the perception of risk around the sector will 
create opportunities for investors. In the first quarter, 
office leasing was muted in most metros, but demand 
picked up in major centres including Seoul, Shanghai and 
Singapore. The firm predicts that demand for flex space 
and sustainable, energy efficient buildings will attract 
investors to the longer-term future of the sector.

(Source: Reuters)

(Source: thailand-business-news.com)

(Source: creebyrhomberg.com)
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Pavilion Bukit Jalil paves the way for greater 
accessibility in Bukit Jalil
Pavilion Bukit Jalil – The Icon of Connectivity has opened a new 
flyover, directly linking Bukit Jalil City (Jalan 13/155C) to Puchong 
via the Bukit Jalil Highway. Built by Malton Berhad (Malton), the 
property developer behind the iconic 50-acre Bukit Jalil City, this 
one-way 300-meter flyover began construction in 2018 and was 
completed six months ahead of schedule. The flyover will relieve 
25% of traffic coming from Bukit Jalil Highway during peak hours 
and ease traffic for over 11,000 daily road users once Bukit Jalil 
City development is fully completed as part of Bukit Jalil City’s 
Masterplan.
 “This new flyover will not only improve accessibility for 
the Bukit Jalil community, but also benefit Pavilion Bukit Jalil’s 
tenants by connecting the mall to a bigger catchment population 
surrounding Bukit Jalil. Along with other upgrades to surrounding 
infrastructure, we are committed to create a new highly-
accessible metropolis in Bukit Jalil, with Pavilion Bukit Jalil as its 
landmark lifestyle and shopping destination,” shared Dato’ Joyce 
Yap, Retail Planner of Pavilion Bukit Jalil.
 The overall upgrades to the infrastructure surrounding Bukit 
Jalil City’s Masterplan make Pavilion Bukit Jalil highly accessible 
and the linkage to the whole of Klang Valley through various 
highways makes it easy and convenient to drive to Pavilion Bukit 
Jalil, reinforcing its position as the Icon of Connectivity. To date, 
alongside the new flyover, the masterplan includes the 100ft 
road, widening of roads to six lanes, new U-turns, an underpass 
and tunnel access to the upcoming mall’s basement carpark.
 The catchment population of 1.9 million in and around 
Bukit Jalil will also enjoy better foot-traffic accessibility 
with four upcoming pedestrian link bridges expected to be 

completed in June 2021. These link bridges will directly improve 
pedestrian accessibility between the mall, the 80-acre Bukit Jalil 
Recreational Park, as well as the business centre across the Bukit 
Jalil Highway. 
 Pavilion Bukit Jalil is on track to open in Q4 2021 and will be the 
new social haven and epicentre for exciting events and immersive 
lifestyle. Its mega event spaces like the 28,000 sq ft piazza is the 
first-of-its-kind outdoor venue covered with an impressive 35m 
high canopy for outdoor entertainment, concerts, and events. In 
addition, the 4,500 sq ft centre court will host grand festivities and 
year-long activities while consumer fairs and exhibitions will thrive 
at the 47,000 sq ft exhibition centre.

From left: Mr Robert Spinks (Project Director of Development of Malton), 
Datuk Abdul Wahab Khalil (Adviser to Kuala Lumpur Pavilion Sdn Bhd, 
Datuk Steven Tan (Director of Infrastructure Planning Department of 
DBKL), Datuk Lee Whay Hoong (Director of Regal Path Sdn Bhd), and
Mr Hong Lay Chuan (Executive Director of Malton).

NEWS & EVENTS
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AkzoNobel embarks on a mission to secure 
your home, inside out
AkzoNobel has unveiled three enhanced 
products under Dulux, its leading 
decorative paint brand. These products 
are the upgraded Dulux EasyCleanTM, 
Dulux EasyCleanTM Plus and Dulux 
Weathershield®, introduced as part of 
a campaign called ‘Secure Home, Inside 
Out’.
 The campaign aims to showcase the 
importance of a home as a safe haven, 
and therefore the new products offer 
homeowners complete protection from 
the inside and the exterior of the home. 
As part of the campaign, three homes for 
underprivileged children under Persatuan 
Rumah KIDS will be secured with these 
products. This initiative will be carried 
under AkzoNobel Cares banner.
 During the AkzoNobel’s first virtual 
launch in Malaysia, Oscar Wezenbeek, 
Managing Director of AkzoNobel 
Decorative Paints, South East and 
South Asia said: “We have run many 
initiatives under the AkzoNobel Cares, 
where AkzoNobel strives to transform 
communities and have a positive impact 
on society. The ‘Secure Home, Inside Out’ 
campaign fits perfectly under this banner 
because every community begins at a 
household level.”
 David Teng, Commercial Director of 
AkzoNobel Decorative Paints Southeast 
Asia Pacific, said: “We have a passion for 
paint here at AkzoNobel, and because of 
this, we are continuously enhancing our 

offerings.” 
 The new Dulux EasyCleanTM, besides 
providing protection against common 
household stains, now aids to inhibit the 
growth of bacteria. This range of paint 
also has another selection known as 
EasyCleanTM Plus, which offers anti-viral 
properties as well. 
 The Dulux EasyCleanTM range comes 
with ColourguardTM Technology so walls 
can remain vibrant for longer and has 
more than 2,000 colour options to choose 
from. It is equipped with KidProof+ 
Technology, which provides a higher 
level of protection against tough stains 
and also inhibits the growth of bacteria. 
More importantly, it comes with Silver Ion 
Technology for protection against certain 
virus.
 To help homeowners secure the 
exterior of their homes, there’s Dulux 

Weathershield®. Its secret comes in the 
form of DualshieldTM Technology, which 
is a combination of four unique features 
that help combat common damage that 
plague exterior walls. It is equipped with 
Smart ReleaseTM Technology, which offers 
two times the amount of protection 
against algae and fungus, colour fading, 
alkali, dirt and dust, when compared 
to a regular exterior paint. It also has 
an added layer of protection by Damp 
ResistTM Technology, a unique formulation 
of tough polymers to help resist alkali 
attacks easily.
 The other two features are Stay 
CleanTM Technology, which is a protective 
layer that does not allow dirt and dust to 
accumulate on the surface of the wall; and 
ColourLockTM Technology that helps to 
combat colour fading thanks to a strong 
bond between the paint molecules.
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KETSA honours winners of the National Energy Awards 
(NEA 2020) and ASEAN Energy Awards (AEA 2020)
The Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources (KETSA) hosted a 
special event on 5 April 2020 to celebrate the winners of National 
Energy Awards (NEA) 2020, comprising 15 companies across 
various industries and fields, who later represented the country at 
the ASEAN Energy Awards (AEA) 2020.
 Since its inauguration, NEA has received overwhelming 
response from industry players. At the initial stage, it received 
a total of 73 entries; 77 entries in 2019; and 110 entries in 2020. 
The increasing trend of participation within three years shows 
that more organisations or business entities have incorporated 
energy sustainability elements in their daily operations as their 
commitment to reduce their carbon footprint
 KETSA Minister YB Datuk Seri Dr Shamsul Anuar Bin Haji 
Nasarah in his opening speech said NEA will continue to be a 
catalyst for the adoption and implementation of Energy Efficiency 
(EE) and Renewable Energy (RE) practices. He expressed his 
wish to see NEA attracting more participation in future and new 
categories to be introduced to encourage more industry players to 
implement EE and RE initiatives to be benefitted by people from 
all walks of life. 
 He also reiterated the Malaysian electricity supply industry’s 
commitment to honour Malaysia’s pledge to reduce its 
greenhouse gas emission by reducing its carbon intensity to 45% 
by 2025 and 60% by 2035 against the 2005 levels. In this regards, 
the Minister stated that Malaysia’s renewable energy target 
in 2025 is set at 31%. For Peninsular Malaysia, the renewable 
energy capacity is expected to reach 8,531MW with 4,474MW 
renewable energy coming from solar. He then stressed the 
importance of balancing the elements of reliability, sustainability 
and affordability in planning for the nation’s electricity supply to 
ensure that the cost of supply electricity is equitably shared by 
every segment of the society. 
 The Minister’s statement was in response to the solar industry 

players’ request for the Ministry to increase solar generation in 
the country’s electricity mix. The current reserve margin of 38.5% 
is one of the factors which highlighted by the Minister which 
will have an impact on solar development in this country. The 
integration costs of solar into the electricity supply system are 
also a factor which has to be considered as it will have an impact 
on the electricity tariffs. 
 Despite the challenges faced by the electricity supply industry 
in transitioning to a lower carbon pathway, the Malaysia Electricity 
Supply Industry has been able to provide reliable electricity supply 
to its customers with affordable tariffs and is currently ranked 
4th in the World Bank’s Doing Business Index for Ease of Getting 
Electricity 2020.
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JEUNEVILLE
CREDIT LIST

CLIENT:
GENERAL PROJECTS

ARCHITECT:  
ATELIERS JEAN NOUVEL

COLLABORATOR: 
SAMUEL NAGEOTTE ARCHITECTURES

PROJECTS

Ateliers Jean Nouvel has designed a radical, 
avant-garde, colourful and flexible project that 
can radically and sustainably reinterpret the 
way of living and working for greater Paris, 
France.
 Called Jeuneville, the project covers more 
than 121,000 sqm and will combine diversity of 

uses and modularity of spaces, with colourful and vivid modules 
stacked on different levels. 

DESIGN COMPOSITION
Commissioned by London-based real estate developer General 
Projects, Jeuneville is envisioned as a vertical city with the aim 
of reducing a low carbon footprint on the ground. Jean Nouvel's 
unique project is centred on diversity and well-being and is 
specifically designed for the new generations and the new 
economy for Paris. Construction will begin in 2022 and is planned 
to be completed in 2025; it will be built on the banks of the Seine, 
opposite the Olympic and Paralympic Village, in the centre of a 
new district in transition of Gennevilliers and the North Loop of 
the Seine.
 Jeuneville offers a diverse programme scattered in 12 floors, 
the project will contain 45,000 sqm of offices, 26,000 sqm of 
co-living space, 14,000 sqm of student residences - 5,000 sqm 
dedicated to education, 4,000 sqm of maker / fab-lab spaces, 
and 2,300 sqm of shops. The project also includes 30,000 sqm of 
public and green spaces that will create a new kind of ecosystem 
in which around 6,000 people will work and 1,500 will live.
 “Jeuneville responds to the challenges of a metropolitan 
context while being integrated into a territory bordering the 
Seine, thanks to an architecture that is both mixed, evolving and 
open to the outside,” said Jean Nouvel. 

PROJECT AT A GLANCE
Classification: Mixed development

Location: Paris, France

Approx. Project Cost: €450 million

Approx. Commencement Date: 2022

Approx. Completion Date: 2025

Artist impression: Jeuneville 
represents a revolutionary 
part of transformation in the 
neighbourhood of Gennevilliers, 
on the banks of the river Seine.
(Source: Ateliers Jean Nouvel)
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 “A new way of thinking about the city, this eco-system is 
designed for the new generations and the new economy promotes 
connection, sharing while basing its architectural principle on 
natural breathing, improving the quality of urban life,” Nouvel 
added.
 With Jeuneville, the project offers a vertical dimension to 
the development of the city and responds to the problem of the 
sprawl of urban areas. As described in the project description, 
the building will be a real superposition of town planning which 
encourages mixing and diversity of uses. The design scheme is 

formed by simple and radical principles; each “urban stratum” is 
capable of accommodating programs that can evolve according to 
the future needs. 
 The general structure is capable of easily absorbing changes in 
the city and its uses, allowing absolute sustainability. Jean Nouvel 
envisioned the architecture of Jeuneville project as porous as 
possible, in which it will provide continuity with the town planning 
and the landscape of the banks of the Seine. All spaces will be 
designed with natural ventilation to be energy efficient, as stated 
in the project description. 
 The generosity of outdoor spaces is distributed at all levels, 
and throughout the building it promotes the well-being of all 
and makes a positive contribution to the environment. Designed 
to extend the landscapes along the Seine, the project hosts vast 
green spaces, creating islands of freshness and local biodiversity. 
 The façades are designed according to their orientation with 
the aim of reducing energy needs. The supply of solar energy 
and the use of specific materials such as carbon-free concrete 
slabs, wood-frame facades, bio-based materials for insulation 
and waterproofing, will also contribute to this ambitious 
environmental approach.
 Jeuneville is also equipped with all the tools and technologies 
that promote a low-carbon lifestyle: electric charging stations, 
free electric shuttles connected to neighbouring stations, bicycle 
storage rooms, etc.
 “The year 2020 has profoundly changed our lifestyles, our 
work styles and our needs," stated in the project description. 
"Jeuneville responds to new expectations thanks to its innovative 
concept and to the changes made to it.”
 The proposal, creating generous green terraces, will offer an 
environment whose priorities are focusing on the health and well-
being of all. The building will include a filtered air conditioning 
system to improve air quality compared to a conventional 
building. 

(Source: worldarchitecture.org)

Artist impression.
(Source: Ateliers Jean Nouvel)

Artist impression.
(Source: generalprojects.com)

Artist impression.
(Source: generalprojects.com)
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OPPO GLOBAL R&D 
HEADQUARTERS 

CREDIT LIST

CLIENT: 
OPPO

ARCHITECT: 
BJARKE INGELS GROUP (BIG)

LOCAL DESIGN INSTITUTE: 
ZHEJIANG PROVINCE INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTURAL 
DESIGN AND RESEARCH (ZIAD)

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER:
RBS ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING DESIGN 
ASSOCIATES (RBS)

FAÇADE CONSULTANT: 
RFR

PROJECTS

Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG) has revealed design for a 
loop-shaped skyscraper for OPPO, China's largest 
smartphone manufacturer.
       Designed for the company's new research and 
development headquarters, the project is set to 
be built in Hangzhou’s Future Sci-Tech City – a 
technology and innovation district – addresses to 

the aims and mission of OPPO. 

DESIGN COMPOSITION
Named O-Tower, it creates a giant, continuous loop that "connects 
ground to sky in a continuous loop of collaboration", as the project 
is described as "infinity loop" proposing on the sky.
 BIG's new project will exemplify the OPPO design philosophy 
of pursuing the perfect balance between refined aesthetics and 
innovative technology, in a building that will be environmentally, 
economically, and socially sustainable – a responsible citizen 
and iconic gateway to Hangzhou’s Future Sci-Tech City. Upon 
completion, it will be an architectural manifestation of an OPPO 
product: effortlessly elegant, while elevating the quality of human 
life in the city.
 Set to be built in the heart of Yuhang District, O-Tower is 
situated between a natural lake, an urban centre, and a 10,000 
sqm park, which serves as an anchor point along a major access 
road stretching east to west from Hangzhou. 
Covering a total 161,330 sqm, the tower has flexible floor plates to 
be able to support creative and dynamic workspaces, and thanks 
to its shallow floor plates, employees will have optimal work 
environments to be able to access to daylight and views, providing 
comfort, well-being and productivity within the workspace.
 The design of O-Tower reimagines traditional office slabs by 
giving them a perfect depth for access to daylight overlooking 

PROJECT AT A GLANCE
Classification: Commercial

Location: Hangzhou, China

Approx. Project Cost: To be announced

Approx. Commencement Date: 2021

Approx. Completion Date: To be announced

Artist impression. 
(Source: big.dk)
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a cylindrical open courtyard that is surrounded by building. The 
team pushed down the southern edge of the building to the 
ground to minimize the external surface area to gain more solar 
exposure and maximize views out from the inward façade.
 Through its unique geometry, this makes the tower to become 
self-shaded from solar gain, which helps to optimize to reduce 
energy use and maximizes access to natural light.
 “We have attempted to imagine the future work environment 
of OPPO to be sustainable on a triple bottom line: economically, 
ecologically and socially. The compact form folding in on itself 
provides large flexible floorplates with the daylight access and 
fresh air of a slender tower,” said Bjarke Ingels, Founder and 
Creative Director, BIG – Bjarke Ingels Group. 
 “The adaptive louvered façade omits incoming solar glare 
and thermal heat gain, enhancing the passive performance 
of the building. The tilted loop of the warped roof creates a 
social shortcut for the OPPO employees and their collaborators 
connecting the ground to the summit. Further, the central oasis 
and the surrounding wetland park expand the public realm into 
the heart of the complex.” 

 “Each element is intrinsically intertwined forming the melted 
loop that is perceivable at all scales – from the urban landmark to 
the human experience—becoming a manifestation of the design 
simplicity that is an intrinsic part of OPPO’s brand,” Ingels added.
 The tower will have a series of triple-height void spaces and 
interconnected terraces beneath the sloping roof surface. Thanks 
to these surfaces, the tower will offer more visual and physical 
connectivity between floors. These terraces will also introduce 
biophilic social spaces and shortcuts for all OPPO employees.
 The façades of the tower are wrapped with adaptive façade 
louvers that are oriented according to the direction of sun and 
geometry of the building to minimize solar gain. "The façade will 
become a fingerprint for the building, with a specific imprint that 
exists only for the O-Tower, and only in Hangzhou," said BIG. 
 “The fingerprint façade will reduce solar gain by up to 
52%, providing significant savings for cooling loads and better 
thermal comfort for OPPO staff, while at the same time reducing 
glare, reflectivity and light pollution,” BIG added in its project 
description.
 At the core of the O-Tower, there will be a publicly accessible 
courtyard that will become an urban living room for the city. 
Offering a mineral hardscape at its centre, the ground floor 
transforms into a green and lush landscape at the periphery as 
it extends out to the waterfront. While the ground floor of the 
O-Tower will be open with an interconnected public space, this 
public space will seamlessly lead visitors and staff through lobbies, 
exhibition spaces, or out to the park. 
 The first three floors will serve for public programming 
including exhibition space, conference centres, a canteen, and an 
incubator for external workshops.
 Within the skyscraper there will be a variety of flexible floor 
plates from spacious and large floors which will be suitable 
for R&D departments and special projects, as BIG explained, 
“the floors will start from smaller more traditional floors for 
administrative and executive functions.” BIG designs all floors of 
the building with workspaces by integrating biophilia and social 
spaces.

(Source: worldarchitecture.org)

Artist impression. 
(Source: big.dk)

Artist impression. 
(Source: big.dk)
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SHENZHEN AIRPORT 
EAST INTEGRATED 
TRANSPORT HUB

Grimshaw-led consortium wins international competition with 
a design inspired by Shenzhen’s mangrove trees
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A multidisciplinary design team led by global 
architecture firm Grimshaw, alongside          
Mott MacDonald, the China Aviation Planning 
and Design Institute (AVIC CAPDI) and the 
Beijing Urban Construction Design and 
Development Group (BJUCD), has been selected 
as the winner of an international competition 

for Shenzhen Airport East Integrated Transport Hub. The team 
also includes schlaich bergermann partner (sbp), Atelier Ten and 
Gross Max. 
 Sponsored by China National Railway Corporation Limited 
and Shenzhen Municipal People’s Government, the project is 
undertaken by Shenzhen Metro Corporation Limited as the 
tenderer. The Grimshaw-led design team was announced as 
winner following an assessment by a bid evaluation committee 
comprising 13 experts in urban planning and design, architectural 
design, aviation, railway, urban rail, and integrated transportation.
 The competition brief called for the creation of an integrated 
intermodal transport hub to act as a new urban gateway and 
landmark for the Greater Bay Area. It also set out the need to 
be safe, green, intelligent and humanistic, integrating the latest 
technologies to set a new benchmark for similar projects around 
the world.
 Set to be as one of the most integrated transport interchanges 
currently built, the proposed design will improve the journeys 
of thousands of daily commuters – providing effortless transfers 
between high speed rail and other public transport modes. The 
hub will also provide connections and terminal facilities for 
passengers travelling to and from Shenzhen Bao’an International 
Airport.
 The transport interchange will be a catalyst for the 
transformation of the whole east terminal area into a vibrant, 
people oriented new commercial and cultural district for 
Shenzhen. The master plan has been designed to promote active 
travel through provision of intuitive routes, active frontages and 
enriching landscape features. Passengers will enjoy breath-taking 
arrival and departure experiences as they transit through the hub 
where the flowing architectural forms and naturally-lit spaces will 
help to guide people on their journeys through the interchange.
 The project will be an exemplar of environmental 
sustainability and will achieve LEED Platinum and Chinese 3 Star 
rating through a highly economic architectural solution that uses 

Artist impression. 
(Source: Grimshaw)

Artist impression. 
(Source: Grimshaw)

Artist impression. 
(Source: Grimshaw)
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materials efficiently and maximises repetition of components.
 The design was inspired by the Mangrove tree, which has 
special significance for the city of Shenzhen and is one of the 
planet’s most effective carbon absorbers. The team developed a 
strong set of design principles enabling a harmonious and unique 
development delivering operational, experiential and ecological 
excellence.
 The natural form of the tree’s diverse root eco-system, 
which thrives where waterways converge, inspired the journey 
passengers will take, both above and below ground, landside and 
airside, while its bio-diversity will be in harmony with the hub’s 
exciting mix of uses. 
 Jolyon Brewis, a Grimshaw partner, said: “We are often 
inspired by the transfer of geometries and forms from nature 
into architecture. We have applied this approach to the master 
plan and interchange design at Shenzhen Bao’an Airport, which 
is directly inspired by the mangrove tree. Not only does this have 
symbolic value as an important tree to Shenzhen, but it has led us 
to a solution for the building that is highly efficient. It will also be 
a wonderful place for people to occupy and travel through. We 
hope it will lift the spirits of millions of Shenzhen citizens, as well 
as those who visit this incredible city.”
 Atelier Ten Director Dave Richards also commented that “this 
competition winning proposal builds on work that we have been 
doing with the team at Grimshaw for many years on biophilia, 
form and skin to ‘manage’ comfort and expectations through 
the manipulation of light, sun and air in the in-between spaces 
that transport interchanges generate. The evocation of biophilic 
influence through the underlying mangrove forms serves to 
reinforce the connection to nature in this very busy city. We look 
forward to developing and evolving this LEED Platinum project 
with Grimshaw and the rest of the team in the months ahead.”

(Source: grimshaw.global / archdaily.com)

Artist impression. 
(Source: Grimshaw)

Artist impression. 
(Source: Grimshaw)

Artist impression. 
(Source: Grimshaw)
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unique combination of efficient coverage and striking profile brings 
out the best of any building project. The roofing profile provides 
excellent strength and case of assembly, which allow for long 
economical spans and thus saves costs. Its special anti-capillary 
features alongside lap leading to a leak-proof performance.
 Astino is recognised for its strength to address various 
construction concerns and considerations, thanks to the superior 
performance of realcolor® Primero by CSC Steel – the building 
material of choice for its range of roofing profiles. 

REAL COLOURS UNDER THE SUN
realcolor® Primero is a high-performance polyester-coated 
galvanised steel specially formulated for tropical climates and could 
withstand high corrosive environment up to C4 rating as certified 
by SIRIM under MS 2383. 
 Being one of the most versatile building materials in the market 
to date, realcolor® Primero can satisfy the most common roofing 
and cladding application. It offers excellent surface hardness and 
flexibility, optimum durability and good formability as well as 
optimal colour selection. 
 realcolor® Primero is widely used in exterior architectural 
structures and building materials such as roofing, wall cladding, 
fencing, wall panels and advertising boards. It is also affordable 
with warranty up to 20 years against perforation* and 10 years 
against colour fade/chalk*.
 For more information, please contact 
CSC Steel Sdn Bhd at +606-231 0169 or 
e-mail sales@cscmalaysia.com.

*Terms & conditions apply.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

The mammoth-sized manufacturing plant located 
within the Northern Corridor Economic Region 
(NCER) in Kamunting Raya Industrial Estate in 
Taiping, Perak, is the beating heart of ECO Medi 
Glove Sdn Bhd. Despite its humble beginnings, 
the company has become one of the world’s 
leading premium Cleanroom & Healthcare gloves 

manufactures. 
 Roofing was a major concern during the construction of the 
ECO Medi Glove manufacturing. Given its majestic size, fast-paced 
production and heavy footprint, it needed a roofing profile with 
guaranteed protection and performance against harsh operational 
environment and the surrounding atmosphere. Hence, Astino 
Clip Lock 710 and Astino Cooldec 260 were the preferred roofing 
profiles. The roofing profiles are the premier collections from 
Astino Berhad, one of Malaysia’s leading industrial enterprises 
in the field of building material products, each offering unique 
features and advantages. 
 Astino Clip Lock 710 combines concealed fastening feature 
with structural performance that eliminates leakage occurrences 
and provides year-round worry-free performance; the deep 
rigid ribs allow for safe and wide support spacing. The roofing 
profile’s distinctive appearance makes it ideal for a wide range 
of applications and well suited for commercial, industrial or 
residential roofing applications. For the manufacturing plant, the 
roof installation covering 1.2million sq ft was efficiently completed 
on time as Clip Lock 710 can be lowered in place and easily aligned 
thereby providing time and cost savings. 
 Astino Cooldec 260 roofing profile spanning 500,000 sq ft 
was used for wall cladding for the manufacturing plant. It offers a 

ADVERTORIAL

CSC Steel’s high-performance polyester-coated galvanised steel specially 
formulated for tropical climates

ECO Medi Glove Sdn Bhd, Taiping, Perak. 
Protected by realcolor® Primero.
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The kitchen is the heart of a home. Since the 
beginning of time, the kitchen is a dedicated space 
or room for preparing and cooking meals. However, 
over the past few decades, the kitchen has slowly 
morphed into the epicentre of the home. 
 In olden days, kitchens were typically smaller 
and separated or even removed from the rest of 

the home. They were almost exclusively reserved for cooking that 
could be closed off to prevent the spread of smoke from the coal 
and firewood used for the stoves, and to conceal the mess. 
 Today, homeowners are paying as much attention to the look 
and feel of the kitchen to either seamlessly blend with the rest of 
the home or showcase its own signature style. After selecting the 
cabinets, tiles and kitchen countertop, the next item is usually the 
stove or hob as well as the cooker hood. 
 Apart from adding elegance and charm to the kitchen, cooker 
hoods are an essential tool in regards to the air quality in the 
room as they are designed to remove odours, irritants and greases 
expelled into the air, filtered out through a built-in fan that is either 
re-circulated or carried outside. If your home does not have a 
proper air flow, you could be exposed hazardous gas fumes such as 
carbon monoxide.
 Being as one of the world’s leading home appliance 
manufacturers, Midea offering one of the most comprehensive 
collections of products. Among its premium series of cooker hoods 
is the Midea Angled Hood MCH-90B68AT. 

This elegantly-designed cooker hood offers various unique features, 
such as: 
Self-Cleaning Steam Wash
This is a perfect function for cleaning of the hood interior, 
maintaining the appliance for optimal performance and maximising 
product lifespan. 

Gesture Control
Cooking can be a busy business. This feature is a convenient 

MIDEA COOKER HOOD
All new premium range for your kitchen

(Source: GE Appliances)

(Source: GE Appliances)

alternative to start or stop your hood when inconvenient to touch 
the screen.

1800m3/hr Strong Suction
This cooker hood offers excellent suction performance with 
powerful airflow to effectively remove odours, steam and grease. 

Complete Smoke Removal
This cooker hood has a duct out operation mode, which can 
thoroughly expels cooking fumes outside the house to keep your 
kitchen smelling fresh.

3-minute Super Extraction Power
This cooker hood has a 2-speed selection in additional of Turbo 
speed function that can provide maximum suction for 3 minutes – 
perfectly suitable for stir frying. It also includes an elongated oil cup 
that can be easily cleaned after usage.
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Sole Distributor:

Midea Scott & English Electronics Sdn Bhd (194517-X)
No. 16, Jalan Chan Sow Lin, 55200 Kuala Lumpur    Tel: 03-9221 1033    Fax: 03-9221 7204 / 03-9221 1434 / 03-9221 3509
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Kitchens are one of the most multi-functional spaces 
in a home where families gather for meals, when 
kids need help with their homework and where 
guests are entertained occasionally. Thus, it is only 
practical that kitchens are designed to meet their 
many purposes while being able to stand the test of 
time and look stylish.

 Wooden kitchen cabinets have been a pragmatic option 
for ages whether it is preppy, with a farmhouse look or a 
contemporary one. These kitchen cabinets, including timber-made 
islands are visually pleasing due to timber’s innate ability to engage 
with the senses. 
 Malaysian furniture manufacturers have long been known 
for producing timber-based kitchen cabinets that are hardy, easy 
to clean and maintain. These manufacturers are also skillful in 
designing cabinets for customers with limited kitchen space as 
well as for those with luxury homes in almost any style. Though 
the humidity and moisture levels in kitchens vary, wooden kitchen 
cabinets can enjoy a long shelf-life with protective timber coatings. 
 Malaysian manufacturers also offer buyers hassle-free upkeeps 
for timber cabinets for outdoor use with weatherproof features 
as well as special coatings, which are UV-resistant to prevent the 
cabinets under direct exposure of strong sunlight from losing 
their lustre, colour or aesthetic appeal. New technologies are also 
incorporated into the production line, which not only increase 
efficiency and productivity but also provide more control over 
the accuracy of the kitchen cabinet components that are being 
manufactured.
 These manufacturers are also apt at developing custom-
made solid wood kitchen cabinets with the many species of 

BEAUTIFUL WOODEN KITCHEN 
CABINETS FOR MODERN HOMES

Malaysian timbers or with MDF, plywood, particleboard, and 
chipboard. Among the timber species that are used for cabinetry 
are Rubberwood, Sepetir, Mersawa, Kembang Semangkok and 
Mengkulang. 
 Kitchen cabinets made from temperate timber species such as 
Birch are also available while cabinet accessories such as drawer 
pulls and knobs, hinges, latches, casters and hooks complete the 
look in a variety of designs, materials, and finishes.
 Whatever your taste, wooden kitchen cabinets will never 
go out of style and provide for healthy living, thanks to timbers’ 
hypoallergenic properties. Functional, durable, and naturally 
pleasing, timber cabinets also blend well with any colour palette 
and non-wood materials such as glass, marble, or steel that will 
give an earthy, luxurious feel.

(Source: David Ng Residence, Saujana-Subang). (Source: David Ng Residence, Saujana-Subang). (Source: Nu Infinity Sdn Bhd)

(Source: Nu Infinity Sdn Bhd)
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ARKANSAS MUSEUM 
OF FINE ARTS
@ Arkansas, USA Artist impressions. 

(Source: studiogang.com)
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Designed by Studio Gang architects, together with 
landscape design firm SCAPE and Polk Stanley 
Wilcox Architects, Arkansas Museum of Fine 
Arts (AMFA) reaches an important construction 
milestone with the recent completion of its 
signature new roof. Spanning 133,000 sq ft 
(12,300sqm) and connecting the various buildings, 

both renovated and new, the folded plate concrete roof establishes 
the museum’s new architectural identity as the leading cultural 
institution for the state of Arkansas. 
 Located in Little Rock, the Arkansas Museum of Fine Arts, 
formerly known as Arkansas Arts Centre, is home to a renowned 
art collection, Windgate Art School and several performing arts 
spaces. The original museum building was created in 1937, and 
several structures have been added since to accommodate the 
new programs and to meet the need of its growing audience. 
The redesign and expansion project creates new connections and 
expands the museum’s programming capacity while also creating 
new indoor and outdoor gatherings spaces for both the community 
and the visitors.
 AMFA Executive Director Victoria Ramirez said: “In working 

(Source: Timothy Hursley via archdaily.com)

(Source: Timothy Hursley via archdaily.com)
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with Studio Gang and SCAPE, we are realizing the most 
contemporary ideas about museums and public spaces and 
creating a new paradigm that is both art- and people-centric.”
 Studio Gang’s design reshapes the experience of the museum 
through a mix of new construction and refurbishment of the 
existing structures built between 1937 and 2000, seeking to knit 
together the various elements within a cohesive new architectural 
identity. Additionally, the museum will be surrounded by 11 acres 
of landscaped public parkland.
 The latter is achieved through a new central axis, a flexible 
atrium space that runs the entire length of the building, from 
which the various exhibition, education and performance spaces 
branch out. On both ends of this “stem” linking the different 
programs, the design features large public areas. The pleated roof 
complements this central atrium space and expands like a blossom 
to mark the museum’s entry points.
 The renovated spaces have been adapted to meet the 
museum’s programming aspirations. The most carbon-intensive 
structures have been kept intact, while others have been 
reconfigured. Studio Gang’s design has brought back to life the 
original 1937 Art Deco façade of the Museum of Fine Arts designed 
by architect H. Ray Burks, which had been absorbed within the 
interior space over the years.
 The renovation project also adds new landscaped grounds to 
the museum’s site. SCAPE’s landscape design project strengthens 
the AMFA’s connection to its immediate context while also 
providing new gathering spaces. The project features a diverse mix 
of indigenous plant species, and the layout of the gardens will echo 
the roof’s distinctive lines.
 Despite the challenges of the pandemic, the construction 
process has maintained on track, and the museum will open to the 
public in May 2022.

(Source: archdaily.com)

(Source: Timothy Hursley via archdaily.com)

(Source: Timothy Hursley via archdaily.com)

(Source: Timothy Hursley via archdaily.com)
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Artist impression. 
(Source: Bartlett School of Architecture)

3D PRINTING WITH 
THERMOPLASTICS 
CREATES A FOLDING 
SYSTEM THAT CONTROLS 
LIGHT TEMPERATURE
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The roof of Euston Station in London is the 
large-scale architectural setting for the virtual 
application of the comprehensive system called 
‘Metaplas’, created by students from the Bartlett 
School of Architecture, University College London 
(UCL). 
 As part of an investigation carried out 

in Research Cluster 8 (RC8) of the Master’s programme in 
Architectural Design, students developed a 3D-printed multi-
material system from biodegradable and recyclable thermoplastics. 
Transforming a series of flat panels into complex three-dimensional 
forms, students created a structural system with geometric folds 
that allows for passive control of the lighting of interior spaces.
 Contemporary design and construction methods often lack a 
model for unifying design, materiality, structural requirements, and 
fabrication through digital tools. Responding to this lack, Metaplas 
is the result of the search to achieve an integral architectural 
system through digitization. In addition, the system can be 
manufactured in an environmentally friendly and ethical way, and 
may offer economic benefits as well. For example, in the case of 
Euston Station, recycling and 3D printing facilities located within 
a defined radius from the site were mapped and identified to 
promote the development of the local economy.
 From extensive research on materials for 3D printing, Bartlett 
School of Architecture students identified two potential recyclable 
thermoplastics – rigid PLA (polylactic acid) and flexible filament 
TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane) – optimal for achieving a multi-
material folding panel. The panel is 3D printed flat and turned 
into a three-dimensional object through an integrated system 
of patterns. The panel folds, which make up the structure, are 
secured by a cable system and a clip closure mechanism, which 
facilitates assembly, disassembly, and maintenance. According to 
the team, “bending was enhanced as a geometric tool through a 
custom process, which involves structural analysis prior to bending. 
Areas that require more structure are the densest in bends, while 
areas that are inherently structural are scarcer.”
 Likewise, the integration of thermochromic plastics is proposed 
through a micro pattern embedded in each panel. This type of 
plastic stands out for its pigmentation, which allows the material 
to change colour as the temperature changes. Its application 
achieves passive control over the lighting of interior spaces, 
improving environmental comfort and also generating a sense of 
directionality in the space.
 In addition to the multiple environmental, technological, 
and economic benefits, the Metaplas system is presented as an 
interesting reference for how a structural system can be effective 
from a micro-scale to a macro-scale, demonstrating that the 
strength and flexibility of the structure does not depend on size.

(Source: archdaily.com)

Artist impression. 
(Source: Bartlett School of Architecture)

Artist impression. 
(Source: Bartlett School of Architecture)

Artist impression. 
(Source: Bartlett School of Architecture)

Artist impression. 
(Source: Bartlett School of Architecture)
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Milan’s industrial Porta Romana District 
will see a major transformation with 
an urban-scale green redevelopment 
project ‘Parco Romana.’ The project is 
the winning competition entry designed 
by an international team that includes 
OUTCOMIST, Diller Scofidio + Renfro, PLP 

Architecture, Carlo Ratti Associati (CRA) and Arup. 
 In celebration of the industrial legacy of the site, the 
proposal reanimates disused infrastructure with contemporary, 
ecologically-minded programming. Most notably, the scheme will 
reclaim a large railway yard that has divided the area for more 
than a century, introducing a new green park and connective 
tissue linking the area to the city centre. 

PARCO ROMANA
A disused railway yard in Milan sets to become a park and an Olympic Village

Public Realm
Milan’s Parco Romana itself will form a unique topographic 
feature extending over the active railway that currently bisects 
the site, creating an accessible and multi-functional green space 
for the neighbourhood. The suspended forest – a linear elevated 
greenway that helps to contain, rather than erase, existing 
railway infrastructure – includes hundreds of trees providing 
dedicated walking routes with unexpected views overlooking the 
surrounding area. A biodiverse woodland and wetland eco-zone 
interspersed with community gardens runs alongside the tracks 
at grade, offering a range of communal activities focused on 
health and well-being while dovetailing with Milan’s Rotaie Verdi 
environmental network. 
 Framing these open spaces, a series of urban blocks with 
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Artist impression: The High Line-style 
elevated walkways will be a major 

attraction of Parco Romana. 
(Source: dsrny.com)

Artist impression: East Residential District: 
Courtyard at Ground Level.  

(Source: dsrny.com)

Artist impression: Olypmic Village. 
(Source: dsrny.com)

Artist impression: Suspended Forest. 
(Source: dsrny.com)
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Artist impression: Park View towards Fondazione Prada. 
(Source: dsrny.com)

Artist impression: Piazza 
Lodi, programmed with 
an outdoor foodhall.  
(Source: dsrny.com)
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landscaped courtyards reference the scale and form of historic 
Milanese urban planning. The eastern gateway district provides 
a new business core for the city, with well-connected buildings 
facing the eco-zone and suspended forest. At the western edge, 
a mixed-use residential district will initially house athletes for the 
Milan 2026 Winter Olympics; after the games, it will be adapted 
into a permanent inter-generational residential community. 
This area includes a major public piazza that anchors a variety 

of flexible environments for outdoor exercise, food trucks, co-
working, and cultural events – all integrated inside and around 
renovated historic train repair sheds. 

Mobility 
The site’s high-profile location and outstanding local connectivity 
has inspired extensive mobility solutions that integrate with and 
expand upon existing local infrastructure. Parco Romana brings 
the latest thinking about the 15 Minute City to Milan, aiming 
to provide everything needed for daily life within a short walk 
from the district’s living and working environments. A focus on 
pedestrians and cycling minimises reliance on automobiles and 
activates new paths to and through the site, forming corridors 
integrated with new public plazas that act as natural gathering 
places at the intersection of major pedestrian routes. 

Sustainable Regeneration 
The Parco Romana project is aligned with the protocols of the 
Paris Agreement, the European green deal, and the national 
recovery and resilience plan defined at the level of the united 
nations sustainable development goals. Radical sustainability 
framework combines ecological and human systems throughout 
the development to form a self-reliant but integrated model of 
urban growth. It focuses on de-carbonization, climate adaption, 
resilient communities, health and wellbeing, circular economy and 
biodiversity. Low-carbon construction and green technologies 
deliver renewable energy, clean water, and fresh food to ensure 
the project becomes a net generator of resources rather than a 
burden on municipal services.

(Source: Diller Scofidio + Renfro / designboom.com)

The masterplan of Parco Romana. 
(Source: dsrny.com)

Artist impression: Parco Romana will involve the 
transformation of old train repair sheds into new 
spaces for the community, including the sports center.
(Source: Parco Romana Design Team via newatlas.com)

Artist impression: Community garden.
(Source: dsrny.com)
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PROJECT REF. 0121-7114
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Structural
LOCATION Lot 91083, Persiaran Sukan,   
 Seksyen 13, Shah Alam, Selangor,  
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.090604, 101.547194)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM300 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 3Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 4Q 2024

DEVELOPER
Ara Ville Sdn Bhd
(CPI Land Sdn Bhd)
Tel: +603-2202 1688
E-mail: info@cpiland.com
Web: https://cpiland.com/
Director: Yeap Teck Hooi

ARCHITECT  
MOA Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7971 1045
E-mail: info@moaa.my
Web: https://moaa.my
Director: Ar Tan Ewe Liat

C & S ENGINEER  
Advanced Consulting Engineers Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-9171 1696
E-mail: landcons@gmail.com
Engineer: Ir Lai Kok Land

M & E ENGINEER  
East Orient Consult Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7847 1133
E-mail: eoc@eoc.com.my
Project Engineer: Mr Bryan Chew

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
JKQS Consultancy Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7726 7601
E-mail: jkqssb@gmail.com
Web: http://jkqs.com.my/
Quantity Surveyor: Ms Tan Chia Huoy

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
CPI Empower Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of CPI Land Sdn Bhd)
Tel: +603-2202 1688
E-mail: info@cpiland.com / 
 cesb.contract@gmail.com
Web: https://cpiland.com/
Project Engineer: Mr Lau Zhi Cheng

ARA VILLE SDN BHD
Dian Residency @ Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is situated on a 3.1 acre 
leashold land parcel. It has two towers - Tower A 
(26 storeys) and Tower B (25 storeys) - with 651 
serviced apartment units, 168 commercial units, 
and 13 retail shoplots.
 The serviced apartments come in four 

layout types with built-up size of 550 sq ft 
(2 bedroom + 1 bathroom) and 810 sq ft 
(3 bedroom + 2 bathroom); the commercial 
suites are either studio or a 2-bedroom unit (290 
or 489 sq ft); and the retail shoplots have built-
up sizes from 800 - 1,715 sq ft.
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PROJECT REF. 0121-7112
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot 1, Lot HSD 60804 & Lot PT  
 659, Jalan Satu, Off Jalan Chan  
 Sow Lin, Seksyen 92, 
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.125931, 101.711439)
APPROX. PROJECT COST >RM100 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 3Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2025

DEVELOPER
Binastra Land Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-8998 7666 / 7555
E-mail: general@binastra.com.my
Web: https://binastra.com.my
Project Director: Mr Steven Ooi

ARCHITECT
ArchiMatrix Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7984 3121
E-mail: general@archimatrix.com.my
Web: www.archimatrix.com.my
Sr. Associate: Mr Yew Wooi Seng

C & S ENGINEER  
SNA Consult Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7729 2299
E-mail: snacslt@gmail.com
Web: https://snaconsult.com.my/
Head of Structural Division: Ir Ang Huck Koon

M & E ENGINEER  
Perunding AC & Rakan Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-4041 4326
E-mail: perundingac@gmail.com
Web: https://perundingac.com/
CEO: Mr Kelvyn Yap

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
JKQS Consultancy Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7726 7601
E-mail: jkqssb@gmail.com
Web: http://jkqs.com.my/
Quantity Surveyor: Ms Tan Chia Huoy

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Binastra Ablebuild Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Binastra Group)
Tel: +603-8998 7666
E-mail: general@binastra.com.my
Web: https://binastra.com.my
Project Director: Mr Steven Ooi

BINASTRA LAND SDN BHD
Trion 2 @ Jalan Chan Sow Lin, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development comprises two 
residential towers, which sits atop an 8-storey 
carpark podium, situated on 2.2 acre of land 
parcel. It has a total of 600 serviced apartment 
units that are available in three types of layouts 
with built-up sizes from 660 - 922 sq ft 
(2 bedroom + 1 bathroom to 3 bedroom + 
2 bathrooms).

 The development will have 30 active and 
passive facilities including 50 m swimming 
pool, a jogging track, a rock climbing wall, a 
multipurpose hall, a reading room, a sauna, 
an amphitheatre, a floating pavilion, a game 
room, a barbecue terrace and theatre room. The 
rooftop facilities on level 45 and 46 will have a 
sky pool and sky terrace.
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PROJECT REF. 0121-7113
CLASSIFICATION Medical
STAGE OF PROJECT Structural
LOCATION Petrajaya, Kuching, Sarawak,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 1.591274, 110.372135)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM495 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 4Q 2022

DEVELOPER
Jabatan Kerja Raya Limbang
Tel: +6085-211 188 / 190 / 648 / 778
E-mail: corporatejkr@gmail.com
Web: https://jkr.sarawak.gov.my
Divisional Engineer: Mr Noor Ismail Bin Razali

Jabatan Kerja Raya Sarawak
(Bahagian Bangunan)
Tel: +6082- 203 100/070/062
E-mail: corporatejkr@gmail.com
Web: https://jkr.sarawak.gov.my
Deputy Director (Building & Specialist Services): 
Mdm Siti Nurainawati Aini

Kementerian Kesihatan Malaysia
(Bahagian Perancangan & Pembangunan)
Tel: +603-8000 8000 / 2046 / 2050 / 2140
E-mail: perancangan.ipkkm@moh.gov.my
Web: www.moh.gov.my
Unit Perancangan Health 
Information Exchange: 
Dr Nuraidah Binti Mohd Marzuki

ARCHITECT  
SJ Loong Architect
Tel: +6082-528 258
E-mail: sjloongarchitect@gmail.com
Principal: Ar Loong Sin Jui

C & S ENGINEER  
TKY Consultant Sdn Bhd
Tel: +6082-255 879
E-mail: tkycsb@gmail.com / 
 pjhospital.2tkycsb@gmail.com
Director: Mr Soo Haw Hia

M & E ENGINEER  
Konsortium Bumi Consultants & 
Services Sdn Bhd
Tel: +6082-572481
E-mail: pene@konsortiumbumi.com
Web: www.konsortiumbumi.com
Director: Ar David Hollis Tini

JABATAN KERJA RAYA-KEMENTERIAN KESIHATAN
Hospital Petra Jaya @ Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia.

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Perunding Ukur Bahan LAH
Tel: +6016-8899 850
E-mail: publah9850@gmail.com
Director: Ms Lau Ann Hui

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Blackfox Engineering Sdn Bhd
Tel: +609-7181 812

E-mail: blackfox_80@yahoo.com
Web: http://blackfox.com.my/
Director: 
Mr Mohd Rosman Zailani Bin Mohd Ghazali

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed design and build project involves 
completing the abandoned work for proposed 
construction of the 300-bed hospital.
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PROJECT REF. 0121-7115
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot 80192 and Lot 62221, 
 Jalan Batu Muda Tambahan 3,  
 Mukim Batu, Setapak, 
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.208956, 101.692109)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM130 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 3Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2024

DEVELOPER
Lim Seong Hai Group
Tel: 03-4021 8899
E-mail: info.LSHH@limseonghai.com
Web: www.limseonghai.com
Managing Director: Mdm Lim Pak Lian

ARCHITECT  
Kumpulan Perunding (1988) Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7981 4638
E-mail: kpsb@kp88sb.com / 
 kp99kb@kp88sb.com
Web: www.kp88sb.com
Principal: Dato’ Ar. Maurice Wee

C & S ENGINEER  
R+D Technology
Tel: +603-5524 4703
Web: https://rdtechnology.business.site/
Engineer: Mr Latifi

M & E ENGINEER  
East Orient Consult Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7847 1133
E-mail: eoc@eoc.com.my
Project Engineer: Mr Bryan Chew

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Jurukur Bahan FPS Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-9131 8787
E-mail: fps@fpsqs.com.my
Web: http://fpsqs.com.my
Principal: Mr Foo Chow Luh

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Lim Seong Hai Construction (M) Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Lim Seong Hai Group)
Tel: +603-4031 3884
E-mail: info.LSHH@limseonghai.com
Web: www.limseonghai.com
Managing Director: Mdm Lim Pak Lian

LIM SEONG HAI GROUP
LSH33 @ Setapak, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed developement consists of three 
blocks housing 900 serviced apartment units 
and 32 shop-offices. The residential component 
comprises 300 units of condominium (sized 

950sq ft), 300 units of RUMAWIP and 300 units 
of PPAM.
 The development features 4-tier security 
and facilities including infinity pool, playground, 
sky garden, badminton and basketbal courts.
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MIGHTYPROP SDN BHD
D’Erica Residences @ Empire City 2, Damansara Perdana, Selangor; Malaysia.

PROJECT REF. 0121-7118
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot PT 51811 (HS (D) 323247)  
 (Previous known of Lot – 
 Lot PT50935 (HSD 321517),
 PT51550 (HSD 321459),
 PT51551 (HSD 321460),
 PT51552 (HSD 321518),
 PT50934 (HSD 321516) and 
 Lot 84846 (PN 116648), 
 Jalan PJU 8/8, 
 Damansara Perdana, 
 Mukim Sungai Buloh, 
 Daerah Petaling Selangor.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.170808, 101.614961)
APPROX. PROJECT COST Undisclosed
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2024

DEVELOPER 
Mightyprop Sdn Bhd
(A member of Exsim Group)
Tel: +603-8993 9911
E-mail: info@exsim.com.my
Web: https://exsim.com.my/
Managing Director: Mr Lim Aik Hoe

ARCHITECT    
Urban Catalyst Architecture
Tel: +603-8082 3633
E-mail: info@urbancatalyst.my / 
 urbcat.jk@gmail.com
Web: www.urbancatalystarchitecture.com
Principal: Mr Lee Jean-kye

C & S ENGINEER  
Jurutera Perunding Awam YS Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7956 2233
E-mail: jpays@jpays.com.my
Engineer: Mr Sean Lee

M & E ENGINEER  
LMC Consult Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7725 7018
E-mail: lmc03sb@gmail.com
Web: https://lmcconsult.business.site/
Engineer: Ir Moo Sze Foo

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Care of developer

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Binastra Construction (M) Sdn Bhd

Tel: +603-8998 7666 / 7555
E-mail: general@binastra.com.my
Web: https://binastra.com.my
Project Director: Mr Steven Ooi

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is Phase 4 of Empire 
City 2. Occupying 3.15 acres of the 65-acre 
mega project, the development comprises two 
residential towers (38 storey and 41 storey 
respectively) atop a retail/carpark podium 

housing a total of 1,143 serviced apartment 
units. The units are available in four layout 
designs with built-up areas ranging from 1,000 - 
1,540 sq ft; each unit comes with 2-3 carparks.
 The development offers a collection of 
lifestyle facilities across two dedicated floors. 
This include jacuzzi cove, sports hub, double-
decker fitness house, swimming pool for kids 
and adult, rooftop modern forest, garden & 
rootop dining and BBQ, multi-use hall, etc.
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PROJECT REF. 0121-7119
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot 52581, Mukim Sungai Buloh,  
 Daerah Petaling, Jalan Persiaran  
 Surian, Kota Damansara, PJU 3,  
 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.148989, 101.591466)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM855 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 3Q 2019
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2Q 2024

DEVELOPER
Tropicana Indah Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Tropicana Corporation Berhad)
Tel: +603-7663 6888
E-mail: corpcomm@tropicanacorp.com.my
Web: www.tropicanacorp.com.my
Project Manager: Mr Vada Soong

ARCHITECT  
GDP Architects
Tel: +603-2095 9500
E-mail: info@gdparchitects.com
Web: www.gdparchitects.com
Managing Director: Mr Syed Sobri Syed Ismail

C & S ENGINEER  
TY Lin International Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7804 3313
E-mail: general@tylin.com.my
Web: https://www.tylin.com/
Managing Director: Mr Chin Chee Wee

M & E ENGINEER  
GMT Consultants Sdn Bhd
D3A-7-1, Blok D3A, 
Pusat Perdagangan Dana 1,
Jalan PJU 1A/46,
47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia.
Tel: +603-7734 7677
Mechanical Engineer: Mr Ken

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Vescope Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7710 0708/6
E-mail: sbwong@vescope.my /
 admin@vescope.my
Web: http://vescope.my/
Managing Director: Mr SB Wong

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To be appointed

TROPICANA INDAH SDN BHD
Edelweiss Sofo & Serviced Residences @ Tropicana Gardens, Kota Damansara, Selangor, Malaysia.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is the last and final 
tower of Tropicana Gardens project, targeted 
at young executives, urbanites and young 
families. Located on a 2.35-acre parcel, the 
52-storey tower comprises 630 units of serviced 
residences with a multi-tiered security system 
and smart home concept. The units have 
built-ups ranging from 452 to 858 sq ft and 
flexible, open layouts. The SoFo (small office/

flexible office) units are suitable for an array of 
businesses, including modern offices and short-
term rentals.
 Facilities include swimming pools for 
children and adults, yoga deck, children’s 
playroom and playground, reading room, 
gymnasium and BBQ area. There will be a 
pedestrian bridge connecting Edelweiss with 
Tropicana Gardens Mall and the Surian MRT 
station.
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PROJECT REF. 0121-7110
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Planning & Approval
LOCATION  Lot 63148, Mukim Batu 
 (Lot Asal 1911), Jalan 6/38A,
 Segambut, Kuala Lumpur,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.183246, 101.649917)
APPROX. PROJECT COST To be determined
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 2Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2023

DEVELOPER  
Wing Yi Development Sdn Bhd
282, Jalan Segambut,
51200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: +603-6250 3911
Financial Controller: Ms Jessie Chua

ARCHITECT  
GDP Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-2093 5700
E-mail: hr@gdparchitects.com
Web: www.gdparchitects.com
Managing Director: Mr Syed Sobri Syed Ismail

C & S ENGINEER  
GR Associates Sdn Bhd
Tel: +-603-4043 5420
E-mail: grasb_kl@yahoo.com
Project Exe.: Mr Ahmad Ridzuan Abdul Rahman

M & E ENGINEER  
J Roger Preston (M) Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-4270 4663
E-mail: inquiry@jrp.com.my
Web: www.jrp-group.com
Director: Mr Choo Heng Wah

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Northcroft Lim Perunding Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7804 8136 / 6545
E-mail: northcroft@northcroft.com.my
Web: www.northcroft.com.my
Managing Director: Mr Foo Jin Ping

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To be appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed freehold development is situated on 
3.125 acres land parcel with a total built-up 
area of more than 1 million sq ft. It comprises 
two blocks of residential towers housing a total 

WING YI DEVELOPMENT SDN BHD
Tristania Kiara@ Segambut, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

of 413 servi ced apartment units with sizes 
ranging from 865 - 2025 sqft, and 908 carpark 
bays.  Tower A is 43-storey housing 373 units 
while Tower B is 12-storey and has 40 units; 

both towers sits atop a podium consisting of 
7-storey carpark, 1-storey facilities deck and a 
mezzanine.
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PROJECT REF. 0121-7126
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Planning & Approval
LOCATION Lot 60328, Jalan Kuching, 
 Mukim Batu, Kuala Lumpur,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.19112, 101.668312)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM250 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2023

DEVELOPER
CPI City Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of CPI Land Sdn Bhd)
Tel: +603-2202 1688
E-mail: info@cpiland.com
Web: https://cpiland.com
Director: Mr Yeap Teck Hooi

ARCHITECT  
MOA Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7971 1045
E-mail: info@moaa.my
Web: https://moaa.my/
Director: Ar Tan Ewe Liat

C & S ENGINEER  
Advance Consulting Engineer Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-9171 1696
E-mail: landcons@gmail.com
Director: Ir Lai Kok Land

M & E ENGINEER  
East Orient Consult Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7847 1133
E-mail: eoc@eoc.com.my
Director: Mr Stephen See

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
JKQS Consultancy Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7726 7601
E-mail: jkqssb@gmail.com
Web: http://jkqs.com.my/
Quantity Surveyor: Ms Tan Chia Huoy

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To be appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development comprises one block 
of 41-storey residential tower that sits on a 
3.04 acre land parcel. It offers 596 residential 
units with sizes ranging from 819 - 874 sq ft. 
Notable facilities at the development will include 

CPI CITY SDN BHD
Tuan Residency 2 @ Jalan Kuching, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

50m infinity lap pool, a Jacuzzi, futsal and half 
basketball courts, playground, barbecue terrace, 

reflexology pod, event lawn and gym, etc.
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PROJECT REF. 0121-7120
CLASSIFICATION Residential
STAGE OF PROJECT Planning & Conceptual
LOCATION  Lot 21145 (PT5261) ,Mukim 13,  
 Bandar Cassia, Batu Kawan,   
 Daerah Seberang Perai Selatan,  
 Pulau Pinang, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 5.239716, 100.444710)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM556 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 4Q 2019
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 
To be determined

DEVELOPER  
EcoWorld Development Sdn Bhd
Tel: +604-2272 255
E-mail: corp@ecoworld.my
Web: https://ecoworld.my/
Sr Project Manager: Mr Chun Hoo Chok

ARCHITECT  
BYG Architecture Sdn Bhd
Tel: +604-2288 852
E-mail: enquiries@byggroup.com
Web: https://www.byggroup.com/

C & S ENGINEER  
PLT Consultancy
Tel: +604-6585 410
E-mail: pltconsultancy09@gmail.com
Associate: Mr Tang Chee Keong

ECOWORLD DEVELOPMENT SDN BHD
Brydon @ Eco Horizon, Batu Kawan, Pulau Pinang, Malaysia.

M & E ENGINEER  
Care of developer

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Care of developer

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To be appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is the second precinct 
of the 300-acre Eco Horizon township 
development in Batu Kawan, surrounded by 
man-made lakes, cycling tracks and a luxurious 
clubhouse. It comprises 382 units of semidees 
with built-up areas of 2,777 - 3,553 sq ft and 13 
units of bungalows (4,025 sq ft each).
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PROJECT REF. 0221-7131
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Structural
LOCATION  Lot 4292 (PT 42634),
  LBS Alam Perdana, Mukim Ijok,  
 Daerah Kuala Selangor, Selangor,  
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.244801, 101.464818)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM562
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 4Q 2023

DEVELOPER  
Kemudi Ehsan Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of LBS Bina Group Bhd)
Tel: +603-7877 7333
E-mail: lbsbina@lbs.com.my
Web: https://lbs.com.my
Contract Manager: Mr Ho Swee Khong

ARCHITECT  
Anuar Aziz Architect
(A member of Arte Axis Design Group)
Tel: +603-7726 3875
E-mail: admin@arte-axis.com
Web: www.arte-axis.com
Principal: Ar Datuk Hj Saiful Anuar Abdul Aziz

C & S ENGINEER  
Perunding JPC Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-9285 6622
E-mail: perundingjpc@gmail.com
Web: jpc.com.my
Owner: Datuk Ir Chiong Chee Kin

KEMUDI EHSAN SDN BHD
Melodi Perdana@ Alam Perdana, Ijok, Kuala Selangor, Selangor, Malaysia.

M & E ENGINEER  
Mtec Integrated Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-6280 6006
E-mail: mtec.integrated@gmail.com
Engineer: Mr Eddy Low

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Ng Kai Seng & Associates
Tel: +603-8024 1452
E-mail: nksaqs@yahoo.co.uk
Consultant: Ms Tan Sin Er

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
MITC Engineering Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of MGB Berhad)
Tel: +603-7874 5888

E-mail: custcare@mgbgroup.com.my
Web:https://mgbgroup.com.my

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is the first high-rise at 
LBS Alam Perdana township. Situated on a 
21.755acre of land parcel, it comprises four 
blocks of serviced apartment with a total of 
1,520 units, which have an average built-up size 
of 901 sq ft (3 bedrooms + 2 bathrooms).
 The development boasts a wide range of 
top-class amenities and facilities that include 
a gym, swimming pool, badminton court, futsal 
court, basketball court, yoga deck, and balcony 
with greenish ambience.
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PROJECT REF. 0221-7129 (Update)
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot PT 26690 (Plot 5), 
 Mukim Batu, 
 Daerah Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.224495, 101.653107)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM656 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 4Q 2019
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2Q 2024

DEVELOPER  
Mega Legacy (M) Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Melati Ehsan Group - JV)
Tel: +603-4022 2177
E-mail: info@melatiehsan.com.my
Web: https://melatiehsan.com.my
Project Manager: Mr Leong Chee Kim

-JV- 

UEM Sunrise Berhad
Tel: 1800-88-8008
E-mail: customercare@uemsunrise.com
Web: www.uemsunrise.com
Sr Project Manager: Mr Md Umar Sabtu

ARCHITECT  
SA Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-5650 5156
E-mail: saa@saa.com.my
Web: www.saa.com.my
Director: Ar Low Mun Wai

MASTERPLANNER:
Lead 8 Architects
Tel: +65-6384 4235
E-mail: sg@lead8.com
Web: https://lead-8.com/
Director: Mr Chris Lohan

C & S ENGINEER  
Dr YG Tan Jurutera Perunding Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7981 0366
E-mail: drygtan@ygtec.my
Web: www.drygtan.com
Director: Ir Dr Tan Yean Guan

M & E ENGINEER  
PAC & Rakan-Rakan Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-6276 6368
E-mail: admin@pac.net.my
Web: http://pac.net.my
Principal: Ir Chan Sun Meng

MEGA LEGACY (M) SDN BHD
Residensi Ava @ Kiara Bay, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Care of Developer

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To be Appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is located on a 4.41 
acres of leasehold land at most southern 
parcel of The Walk@Kiara Bay. It comprises 
two 41-storey tower with a total of 870 
serviced apartment units and 11 retail lots.
 Each tower has 436 units; each floor 
is split into two wings and each wing is 

designed only with six units/wing. The units 
are available in 5 types of layouts, with built-
up size ranging between 813 - 1,285 sq ft 
with configuration of 2+1, 3 and 4 bedrooms. 
All units will be equipped with Fibre-to-
the-Home (FTTH) infrastructure ready and 
SMATV-ready for system compatible for HD 
resolution transmission.
 The development will have a wide 
variety of facilities available in three different 
floors. This include 50m Olympic-sized 
swimming pool, multipurpose hall, gym, 
playground, garden, and sky decks on each 
tower.
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PROJECT REF. 0121-7125
CLASSIFICATION Medical
STAGE OF PROJECT Planning & Approval
LOCATION  Lot 20508 Jalan Seremban   
 Tampin, Mukim Pedas, 
 71300 Rembau, Negeri Sembilan,  
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 2.620579, 102.058392)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM1.2 billion
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 2Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 4Q 2024

DEVELOPER  
Neuroscience Park Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of KIT International 
Group Sdn Bhd)
Tel : +603-2602 0416
E-mail: admin@kitinternationalgroup.com
Web: www.ins-malaysia.com
CEO: Mr Amir Mohamed

ARCHITECT  
W&W Architects
Tel: +603-4251 1233
E-mail: info@wbwarchitects.com
Web: www.wbwarchitects.com
Principal: Ar Wan Burhanuddin Wan Hassan

C & S ENGINEER  
Jurutera Perunding Zaaba Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-2691 3007/ 09
E-mail: info@jpz.com.my
Web: https://jpz.com.my/
Managing Director: Ir Hj Zalin Bin Amir

M & E ENGINEER  
Aktif Perunding Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-8959 3901
E-mail: aktifperunding@gmail.com
Web: www.aktifperunding.com
Managing Director: Ir Mohd Mazlan

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Adam QS Consultancy
Tel: +603-7727 5503
E-mail: adamqsc@gmail.com
Director: Sr Adam Salih

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To be appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is the country’s first 
dedicated in providing high quality treatment 

NEUROSCIENCE PARK SDN BHD
Institute of Neuroscience @ Pedas, Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia.

for neuro-related diseased. Situated on 
a 4.04 acre of plot, it comprises a 200-
bed private medical centre, rehabilitation, 

training, research and development centres, 
a four-star hotel, a convention centre and 
commercial centre.
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PROJECT REF. 0221-7134
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Planning & Conceptual
LOCATION Lot 480551 (PT 9061), 
 Jalan Bukit Kiara 1, Kuala Lumpur  
 Golf & Country Club (KLGCC),  
 Bukit Kiara, Kuala Lumpur,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.141990, 101.642405)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM900 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 4Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2025

DEVELOPER  
Sime Darby KLGCC Development Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Sime Darby Property Berhad)
Tel: 1-800-88-1118
E-mail: property.communications@  
 simedarbyproperty.com
Web: www.simedarbyproperty.com
Group Managing Director: 
Dato’ Azmir Merican Bin Azmi Merican

ARCHITECT  
S&A Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7726 7031 / 71 / 81
E-mail: admin@snaarchitects.com
Web: https://snaarchitects.com/
Director: Mr Azlan Abdul Aziz

C & S ENGINEER  
TY Lin International Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7804 3313
E-mail: general@tylin.com.my
Web: www.tylin.com
Managing Director: Mr Chin Chee Wee

M & E ENGINEER  
Jurutera Perunding Valdun Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7958 3855
E-mail: jpv@valdun.com
Web: www.valdun.com
Principal: Ir Pay Geet Kom

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
JUBM Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Arcadis (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd)
Tel: +603-2106 8000
E-mail: info-my@arcadis.com /
Web: www.arcadis.com
Director: Mr Syed Mahadzir Syed Ahmad

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To be Appointed

SIME DARBY KLGCC DEVELOPMENT SDN BHD
Jendela Residences @ Alya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is Parcel 3 of ALYA 
Kuala Lumpur (KLGCC Resort), a premier 
integrated project with a total of eight parcels 
spanning 360acres and has gross development 
value of over RM8 billion.
 Jendela Residences will consist of three 
blocks of 41-storey residential towers housing 
a total of 565 serviced apartment units. The 
units will have 3 - 4 bedrooms with built-up 

areas ranging between 1,324 - 2,260 sq ft. Each 
unit comes with a balcony and is embellished 
with a modern palette of light neutral colours, 
natural textures and highest quality fittings. 
The development will also have 27 retail units 
available on Levels 1 - 4.
 Among the facilities available include a 
swimming pool, gymnasium, a multipurpose hall, 
children’s playground, private function room and 
a garden.
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PROJECT REF. 0121-7127
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Structural
LOCATION  PT 74867, Jalan Equine, 
 Taman Equine, Bandar Putra   
 Permai, Mukim Petaling, 
 Daerah Petaling, Selangor,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 2.995845, 101.675471)
APPROX. PROJECT COST >RM200 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 4Q 2023

DEVELOPER  
Summit View Development Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Beverly Group)
Tel: +603-4816 1616
E-mail: enquiry@btinv.com
Web: www.beverlygroup.my
Senior Director & Head of Project Management: 
Mr Lim Chee Ming

ARCHITECT  
DMP Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-2282 4418
E-mail: dmp@dmp-kc.com.my
Web: www.dmparchitects.com.my
Managing Partner: Ar Dr Jay Yeunh

C & S ENGINEER  
Jurutera Perunding Tegap Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7847 3313
E-mail: info@jpt.com.my
Web: www.jpt.com.my
Managing Director: Ir Teoh Yong Hoee

M & E ENGINEER  
BK Associates Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7982 1077
E-mail: general@bkassoc.com.my
Managing Director: Mr Francis Lim

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Arcadis (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-2106 8000
E-mail: info-my@arcadis.com
Web: www.arcadis.com
Executive Director: Mr Jeffrey Lim

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Qingjian Holding Group (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-8957 9797
Web: www.cnqc.com/en/Index.aspx
Managing Director: Mr Song Shang Feng

SUMMIT VIEW DEVELOPMENT SDN BHD
Equine Residence@ Bandar Putra Permai, Selangor, Malaysia.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed mixed development situated on a 
5.01-acre leasehold land parcel, to be built in 
several phases.
 It comprises two residential towers (Towers 
A & B) with a total of 574 serviced apartment 
units and one block of 24-storey SOHO tower 
(Tower C) with 287 units, which sit atop a 
7-storey podium that housed 28 retail units 
and carpark. The serviced apartment units are 

available in two types of layout with built-up 
from 635 - 1,055 sq ft while the SOHO units 
has two types of layouts with built-up from 452 
- 893 sq ft. 
 The development features a wide range of 
lifestyle facilities. This include swimming pool 
for kids and adult, aqua and outdoor gym areas, 
indoor gym, garden party terrace and pavilion, 
BBQ area, plaground, nursery, function and 
reading rooms, etc.
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EXHIBITIONS & CONFERENCES

12TH ERBIL BUILDING 2021
11 - 14 October 2021
www.erbilbuilding.com/

AFRICA ROOF EXPO 2021
24 - 26 June 2021
www.expogr.com/roofexpo/

ARCHIDEX 2021
03 - 06 November 2021
https://archidex.com.my/

ARCHXPO 2021
30 June - 02 July 2021
www.archxpo.com.sg/

ASEAN SUPER 8 2021
09 - 11 November 2021
www.super8asean.com/

BAUMA 2022
04 - 10 April 2022
www.bauma.de/index-2.html

BAUMA CHINA 2022
22 - 25 November 2022
www.bauma-china.com/index.html

BAUMA CONEXPO AFRICA 2021
13 - 16 October 2021
www.bcafrica.com/

BAUMA CTT RUSSIA 2021
25 - 28 May 2021
www.bauma-ctt.ru/en/

BIEL LIGHT + BUILDING BUENOS 
AIRES 2021
08 - 11 September 2021
http://biel-light-building.ar.messefrankfurt.
com/buenosaires/en.html#acreditacion

BIFA WOOD VIETNAM 2021
18 - 21 August 2021
http://bifawoodvietnam.com/

BUILDTECH ASIA 2021 
07 - 08 July 2021 (Virtual Exhibition)
www.buildtechasia.com/

CAMBUILD 2021
17 - 19 September 2021
www.cambuildexpo.com/

CONSTRUCTION, POWER & MINING 
MYANMAR 2021
20 - 22 October 2021
www.cpmmyanmar.com/cpmm/2020/en

DESIGN BUILD 2021
11 - 13 October 2021
https://designbuildexpo.com.au/

DUBAI EXPO 2021
01 October 2021 - 31 March 2022
www.expo2020dubai.com/en

ECOBUILD SOUTHEAST ASIA 2021
15 - 17 June 2021
www.ecobuildsea.com/

ENGINEER 2021
08 - 11 September 2021
https://engineermalaysia.com.my/

FUTUREBUILD SOUTHEAST ASIA 2021
15 - 17 June 2021
www.futurebuildsea.com/

GREEN ENERGY EXPO & FORUM 2021
15 - 17 June 2021
www.greenenergy.org.my/

HOMEDEC 2021 (KUALA LUMPUR)
29 April - 02 May 2021
http://homedec.com.my/

IFSEC PHILIPPINES 2021
21 - 23 July 2021
www.ifsec.events/philippines/

LAOBUILD 2021
28 - 30 October 2021
www.laobuild.com/

LED EXPO MUMBAI 2021
06 - 08 May 2021
https://led-expo-mumbai.in.messefrankfurt.com

LIGHTING + BUILDING SERVICES 
TECHNOLOGY 2021 (RUSSIA)
13 - 16 September 2021
http://interlight-moscow.ru.messefrankfurt.com

MALAYSIAN INTERNATIONAL FURNITURE 
FAIR (MIFF) 2021
01 - 04 September 2021
https://2020.miff.com.my

MBAM ONEBUILD 2021
20 - 22 October 2021
www.mbamonebuild.com

MEGABUILD INDONESIA 2021
10 - 12 September 2021
www.megabuild.co.id/en-gb.html

METALTECH 2021
13 - 16 October 2021
https://metaltech.com.my/

MINING VIETNAM 2021
23 - 25 June 2021
http://miningvietnam.com/en-us/

OMAN DESIGN & BUILD WEEK 2021
07 - 09 June 2021
http://omandesignandbuildweek.com/

R+T ASIA 2022
25 - 27 May 2022
http://en.rtasia.net/

REVAC EXPO & FORUM 2021
09 - 11 November 2021
www.revac.org/

ROSBUILD 2022
01 - 04 March 2022
www.rosbuild-expo.ru/en/

SAFECON 2021
28 - 30 October 2021
www.savorbd.com/

SMART HOME + CITY INDONESIA 2021
30 September - 02 October 2021
www.smarthomecity-exhibition.net/

SMART NATION 2021 EXPO
16 - 18 August 2021 (Live Edition)
http://smartnationexpo.org/

SYDNEY BUILD 2021
23 - 24 November 2021
www.sydneybuildexpo.com/welcome

TENAGA EXPO & FORUM 2021
09 - 11 November 2021
www.tenaga.org/

THE 7TH ANNUAL SOLARTECH | 
INDONESIA 2021
30 September - 02 October 2021
www.inagreentech-exhibition.net/

THE BIG SHOW 2021
07 - 09 June 2021
www.thebigshow-oman.com/

THE TOTALLY CONCRETE EXPO 2021
29 June – 1 July 2021
www.africanconstructionexpo.com/totally-
concrete/

WORLD LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 
SUMMIT (IFLA) 2021
19 - 21 August 2021
www.ifla2020.com/

XIAMEN STONE FAIR 2021
18 - 21 May 2021
www.stonefair.org.cn/index.asp

YAPI - TURKEYBUILD ISTANBUL 2022
24 - 27 March 2022
www.yapifuari.com.tr/Home
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… digital building publication since 1991
WHY ADVERTISE WITH B&I
When business is good, it pays to advertise; When business is bad, you’ve to 

advertise.

1. B&I complement your marketing activities by delivering your advertising 
message via EDM (e-broadcast) within 24 hours to people that matters 
especially those with ongoing and new projects.

2. IMAGINE 50,000 sales visits within 24 hours without the cost of printing & 
distribution of your catalogues and promoting your website.

3. EDM facilitates a wider circulation with 24/7 access anywhere. You do not 
have to wait for trade visitors; B&I will bring your message to their doorstep.

4. B&I DATABASE is the most comprehensive database for the industry that 
includes BUILDING PROFESSIONALS, DEVELOPERS, CONTRACTORS, 
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION MEMBERS, GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, JKR 
etc. and continuously updated & upgraded for quality enquiries.

5. B&I Digital Publication is endorse / supported by PAM, CIDB, REHDA, MIID, 
MGBC, BMDAM etc.

PROMOTIONAL OFFER 

6. Apart from the EDM, subscribers are also entitled to:
a) Promotional feature & advertisement of your product or project that will 

be circulated digitally via EDM as well as internationally through digital 
newsstand such as www.issuu.com, www.yumpu.com, 

 www.magzster.com
b) Your products & services will be promoted to Buildings Professionals, 

Contractors etc. as listed in our monthly B&I NEW PROJECTS REPORT.
c) At your request, Corporate Interview for 6 Series Advertisers.
d) Editorial & Advertising Materials are the responsibility of Advertisers.

Advertise with us; a single success will more than offset your advertising 
investment.

Enquiries:
B&I WORLDWIDE SDN BHD: Josephine Lim | Eric Tan
Mobile & WhatsApp: 019-273 8333 | 016-221 2838
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Commercial Building – Swissma Doppelwelt®
Standing Seam Roof

Swissma Snapwelt® 
Roofing

Swissma Doppelwelt® Standing Seam Roof



Solid Stylish Security

SFA Series

 Looks good, durable security & maintenance free

 Various series & heights to suit your requirements

 Anti-Climb, Anti-Cut & Anti-Pest

 Galvanised or Powder Colour Coated

 Non-obligatory quotation; please state series, height, 
 perimeter & location

SERIES AVAILABLE: Anti-Climb, SFA, SFB, SFD and SFAV

Product Usage

3m Anti-Climb Series

Anti-Climb Series

SFD Series

SFA Series
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